
GRANITE CATALOG

Aems Granite Exports: Unleashing Granite's Beauty

Welcome to Ames Granite Exports! As a trusted
exporter based in Ames, Iowa, we offer
exceptional granite products to clients
worldwide. Our catalog showcases a stunning
array of granite slabs, tiles, countertops, and
monuments, sourced from reputable quarries.
With a focus on quality and craftsmanship, we
deliver durable and visually striking solutions.
Experience the enduring beauty of granite with
Ames Granite Exports. Contact us today to
transform your projects into works of art.

www.aemsexporters.com
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"Welcome to AEMS EXPORTERS (representing Aems Global Trading
Company), a trusted name in apparel exports. We specialize in sourcing and
delivering premium apparel to customers around the world. With our
dedication to excellence and comprehensive export services, we are
committed to meeting your specific needs and providing you with a
delightful selection of baby apparel. At AEMS EXPORTERS, we understand
the unique characteristics and immense potential of apparel. Our team
works closely with reputable Garments industry to carefully select and
process the highest quality baby apparel. With a focus on quality assurance
and adherence to international standards, we ensure that our apparel
meets the stringent requirements of our discerning customers. Join hands
with AEMS EXPORTERS and unlock the potential of apparel baby garments
Contact us today to explore how our premium exports can fulfill your
specific requirements and contribute to your business success."

Introduction

Contact us

Company Information1.

P-110 Garden Reach kolkata ,
West Bengal,700024

+91 9123622823

www.aemsexporters.com
info.aemsexporters@gmail.com



2. GRANITE SLABS 

ABSOLUTE BLACK GRANITE KASHMIR WHITE GRANITE

BALTIC BROWN GRANITE TAN BROWN GRANITE

SANTA CECILIA GRANITE



3. GRANITE TILES

GIALLO ORNAMENTAL
GRANITE TILES

 VERDE UBATUBA GRANITE TILES

BLACK GALAXY GRANITE
TILES

 STEEL GREY GRANITE
TILES

 NEW VENETIAN GOLD GRANITE TILES



4. CUSTOM GRANITE
COUNTERTOPS

VARIOUS COLOR OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

 - PRECISION-CUT AND POLISHED

AMES GRANITE EXPORTS OFFERS PRECISION-CUT AND POLISHED
GRANITE PRODUCTS. OUR SKILLED CRAFTSMEN METICULOUSLY
SHAPE AND FINISH EACH PIECE TO ENSURE EXCEPTIONAL
QUALITY AND A FLAWLESS APPEARANCE. EXPERIENCE THE
PERFECTION OF PRECISION-CUT AND POLISHED GRANITE IN OUR
SLABS, TILES, COUNTERTOPS, AND MONUMENTS. ELEVATE YOUR
SPACES WITH THE TIMELESS BEAUTY AND EXQUISITE
CRAFTSMANSHIP OF OUR GRANITE PRODUCTS.



Certainly! Here are three key points regarding quality control for Aems
Exporters:

1. Stringent Quality Checks: Aems Exporters implements stringent quality checks at multiple
stages of the production process. From the selection of raw materials to the final inspection, they
have established robust quality control procedures to ensure that only products meeting their
high standards are delivered to customers. These checks involve thorough visual inspections,
measurements, and testing for factors such as dimensional accuracy, surface finish, color
consistency, and structural integrity.

2. Skilled Craftsmanship: Aems Exporters takes pride in its skilled workforce of craftsmen who
possess expertise in precision-cutting and polishing of granite. These highly trained professionals
meticulously handle each piece of granite, employing their knowledge and attention to detail to
achieve superior results. The company invests in continuous training programs to enhance the
skills of its workforce and keep them updated with the latest techniques and industry trends.

3. Compliance with Standards and Certifications: Aems Exporters maintains compliance with
industry standards and certifications relevant to granite products. They adhere to recognized
guidelines, such as ASTM specifications, ensuring that their products meet the required quality
benchmarks. The company may also hold certifications related to quality control, such as ISO
9001, to demonstrate their commitment to maintaining consistent quality throughout their
operations.

By implementing stringent quality checks, relying on skilled craftsmanship, and ensuring
compliance with standards and certifications, Aems Exporters aims to provide customers with
precision-cut and polished granite products of the highest quality.

 5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

WWW.AEMSEXPORTERS.COM  |  INFO.AEMSEXPORTERS@GMAIL.COM

QUALITY CONTROL

SHIPPING OPTION
Ames Granite Exports provides flexible shipping options for our granite products. We understand
the importance of safe and timely delivery, whether you're located locally or internationally. Our
dedicated team works closely with trusted logistics partners to ensure that your order is carefully
packaged and shipped to your desired location. We strive to provide efficient shipping solutions
that meet your specific requirements. Contact us to discuss the shipping options available for
your granite order and to receive personalized assistance with the logistics of your project.

PRICING
At Ames Granite Exports, we offer competitive pricing for our high-quality granite products. Our
pricing structure takes into account factors such as the type of granite, the size and quantity of
the product, and any additional customization or finishing options you may choose.

As granite prices can vary depending on market conditions and specific product specifications,
we recommend contacting our sales team or visiting our website for detailed pricing information.
Our knowledgeable team will be happy to provide you with a personalized quote based on your
specific requirements and answer any pricing-related inquiries you may have.

We are committed to offering fair and transparent pricing for our valued customers, ensuring
that you receive exceptional value for your investment in our premium granite products. Reach
out to us today to discuss your project and receive a comprehensive pricing estimate tailored to
your needs.



7. CONTACT INFORMATION
 

   - WEBSITE: WWW.AEMSEXPORTERS.COM
   - EMAIL: SALES@AEMSEXPORTERS@GMAIL.COM


